Introduction
Clear and well-defined patent rights can incentivize innovation by providing the inventor monopoly rights over the invention for a limited period of time in exchange for public disclosure. However, when a product depends upon intellectual property held across multiple firms, contracting failures may lead to suboptimal economic outcomes. Shapiro (2000) defines a patent thicket as, "a dense web of overlapping intellectual property rights that a company must hack its way through in order to actually commercialize new technology," and contends this fragmentation of patent rights has negative economic consequences. Theoretically, the Cournot complements problem shows that when firms must license components from multiple patentees, individual firm license costs are increasing in the number of entities required for contracting. This reduces the return on research and 1 The authors would like to thank Andrew Toole, Amanda Myers, Samantha Zyontz, Daniel Spulber, Ralph Siebert, Diego de Morales Silva, Frank Van Rijnsoever, participants at the Searle Center Sixth Annual Roundtable on Standard Setting Organizations and Patents, and others at the DRUID18 Conference in Copenhagen for their helpful feedback. 2 The views expressed are those of the individual authors and do not necessarily reflect official positions of the Office of Chief Economist or the U. S. Patent and Trademark Office. USPTO Economic Working Papers are preliminary research being shared in a timely manner with the public in order to stimulate discussion, scholarly debate, and critical comment. development, impeding entry and resulting in a suboptimal level of follow-on innovation. Additionally, patent thickets may also increase the potential for hold-up, particularly when vague ex-ante licensing conditions enable patentees to demand royalties or threaten injunction after follow-on product development.
However, an alternative theory, developed by a variety of scholars, contends that patent thickets have a more ambiguous effect. For example, Galasso and Schankerman (2010) show that fragmentation may ease licensing negotiations and expedite court settlements. In particular, fragmented patent rights reduce the value at stake in each individual license negotiation, easing bargaining tensions and facilitating deals. Additionally, Spulber (2017) theoretically shows that the complements problem is less severe with bargaining, rather than the post-prices assumption of Cournot.
Therefore, in certain cases, there is a priori ambiguity regarding the impact of fragmentation and patent thickets that must be resolved empirically.
In an appraisal of this debate, Egan and Teece (2015) contend that there is "growing confusion" on patent thickets in the economics literature. In particular, the term patent thicket covers several economic issues, and definitions are both becoming more complex over time, and inconsistently used across researchers. Egan and Teece (2015) classify the economic issues labeled as patent thickets into seven categories; saturated invention space, diversely-held complementary inputs, overlapping patents, gaming the patent system, transaction costs, probabilistic patents and unspecified use. 3 Beyond this overall confusion, we contend in this paper that imprecise measurement of the economic channels of patent thickets may contribute to the overall incoherence of the literature, and suggest that refinements could allow researchers to more readily exploit variation within a given channel of patent thickets.
Our paper focuses on a particular channel of patent thickets: vertically overlapping claims (also referred to as overlapping patents), the measurement of which is missing from the literature 4 According to Egan and Teece (2015) , overlapping claims can be divided into two groups, vertical and horizontal overlap, where (1) vertical overlap refers to patents that are "related through cumulative innovation," and (2) horizontal overlap refers to patents that claim overlapping inventive space through imperfectly defined property rights (Egan and Teece 2015). In a cumulative innovation setting (vertical overlap), a follow-on patent overlaps with all related patents that precede it and, therefore, is susceptible to the complements problem. Horizontal claim overlap results in "wasteful duplication of resources" as well as the susceptibility to the complements problem (Egan and Teece 2015).
In this paper, we propose and validate a new measure of vertically overlapping claims (capturing cumulative inventions rather than imperfectly defined patent rights) based on the similarity of patent claim text, or what we call invention similarity. Our measure could be combined with a 3 There is only one paper in the unspecified use category 4 Hall, Helmers and von Graevenitz (2017) describe the von Graevenitz et al. (2011) measure as a measure for overlapping claims; however, the measure mixes overlapping claims measurement with the transaction cost channel of patent thickets. Further, we show in this paper that the use of blocking citations, as in von Graeventitz et al. (2011) , for measuring overlapping claims is too restrictive.
fragmentation-style and transaction cost indexes to formally test the complements problem and the various theoretical bargaining variants (Spulber 2017) in the literature. Leveraging invention similarity and the structure of patent citations, our overlapping claims measure uses a technique that is an improvement over those used to measure inventive relationships in the patent thicket measurement literature. First, we apply standard natural language processing to quantify the invention similarity of claims between citing and cited patents, better capturing the dispersion of invention similarity across citations and minimizing noise from less relevant citations. Additionally, because patent claims precisely define the content and scope of the invention, claim text similarity captures inventive overlap more precisely than full patent text similarity. Second, our measure emphasizes invention similarity without the limitation of only using blocking patents determined by the patent office. 5 We find significant overlap in the distribution of invention similarity between blocking and non-blocking citations, suggesting that the patent thicket channel and complexity measures derived from only blocking patents fail to capture all overlapping patent rights. Lastly, our measure is computable for all patent systems, allowing scholars to address complexity related research questions consistently within and across all jurisdictions.
The paper proceeds in the following way. First, we describe and categorize the measurement literature used to identify the channels of patent thickets, and show that a precise measurement of the vertically overlapping claims channel of patent thickets is generally missing from the literature. Second, we define and describe our vertically overlapping claims measure. We then validate our measure using methods previously applied in the patent thicket measurement literature (von Graevenitz et al. 2011, Fischer and Ringler 2010) . Results show that our overlapping claims measure is consistently higher in complex versus discrete technologies 6 . This difference persists after normalizing for patent volume and average citations, indicating that invention similarity of claims conveys additional information for distinguishing between complex and discrete technologies (Cohen et al. 2000) .
As an additional validation, we show our measure to be positively correlated with patent examiner search intensity, application pendency and USPTO patent examination complexity factors.
Since patent examiners are given and/or expected to require more time to search and prosecute complex technologies, the overlapping claims measure should be positively correlated with these variables. Finally, we show that our overlapping claims measure is not predictive of whether or not a US patent application receives a prior art rejection on the first office action. 7 This result is consistent with our premise that reliance on blocking patents for measuring local vertical inventive overlap is overly restrictive. Using invention similarity based on patent claim text retains the 5 All patents that were a basis for a rejection(s) should be included in the list of backward citations. See 37 CFR 1.104 and the USPTO's MPEP 707 6 Complex technologies are characterized by a high degree of cumulative innovation and technological interoperability, and therefore we expect a larger degree of technical overlap (or specifically, overlapping claims) across inventions in complex technologies relative to discrete technologies (Hall, Helmers, von Graevenitz and Rosazza-Bondibene 2013).
7 As defined by the USPTO, "An Office action is a document written by a patent examiner in the course of examination of a patent application. The Office action may cite prior art and gives reasons why the examiner has allowed (approved) the applicant's claims, and/or rejected the claims. A first Office action on the merits (FAOM) is typically the first substantive examination of the application." (USPTO 2018) information contained in each citation and offers a more precise method for measuring vertically overlapping claims Finally, to test whether our overlapping claims measure captures vertically overlapping claims, while excluding overlap derived from improperly defined patent rights, we correlate our measure with Patent Trial and Appeals Board (PTAB) institution outcomes. Patents are only instituted at PTAB if there "is a reasonable likelihood that the petitioner would prevail with respect to at least 1 of the claims challenged in the petition." 8 If the measure excludes overlap from improperly granted patent rights, then we expect our overlapping claims measure to be uncorrelated with these decisions at PTAB.
Literature Review
According to Egan and Teece (2015), overlapping claims can be divided into two groups, vertical and horizontal overlap, where (1) vertical overlap refers to patents that are "related through cumulative innovation," and (2) horizontal overlap refers to patents that claim overlapping inventive space through imperfectly defined property rights (Egan and Teece 2015). In a cumulative innovation setting (vertical overlap), a follow-on patent overlaps with all related patents that precede it and, therefore, is susceptible to the complements problem. Horizontal claim overlap results in "wasteful duplication of resources" as well as the susceptibility to the complements problem (Egan and Teece 2015). This paper contends that the set of measurements used to identify the channels of patent for firm k, technology a and time t. The summation is over the set of firms n that k cites within technology a where s kjat is the share of k's citations to j within technology a in period t. Generally, as ownership rights to a firm's complementary patents become more dispersed, the fragmentation index will increase (Ziedonis 2004 ). Increased fragmentation leaves firms more vulnerable to the complements problem. The measure has been used in a variety of empirical studies on the effects of market fragmentation, although the measure does not capture overlapping claims. Inventive 8 35 USC 314a 9 Recall that these are; saturated invention space, diversely-held complementary inputs, overlapping patents, gaming the patent system, transaction costs, probabilistic patents and unspecified use (Egan and Teece 2015) similarity is important for the complements problem, since fragmentation is only relevant in the event of licensing. Gaessler, Harhoff and Sorg (2017) uses a measure of patent fencing containing a count of semantically similar patents (similarity to the focal patent greater than the 95th percentile of patent similarities) that are contained in the focal patent holder's portfolio. This measure is primarily focused on the gaming the patent system channel of patent thickets; however, incorporates elements of the overlapping claims and saturation channels of patent thickets. Again, as with the VG measure, researchers are unable to distinguish between these channels with the Gaessler et al.
(2017) measure alone. Although this measure uses a version of technological similarity (captured by a patent's title, abstract, claims, and description), this measure was generated independently of 10 https://www.uspto.gov/web/offices/pac/mpep/s2158.html our own measure (and vice versa) 11 . Finally, Fischer and Ringler (2015) extend the VG measure by broadening the attention beyond blocking patents; however, by using all patent citations to construct the triads, the measure does capture all inventive overlap. Further, as with the VG measure, the FR measure confounds overlapping claims with the transactions costs channel of patent thickets.
To summarize, the measurement literature on the channels of patent thickets does not contain precise measures of vertical and horizontal overlapping claims, and therefore is currently incomplete.
Researchers using these measures are therefore unable to disentangle the various channels of patent thickets. Further, we argue in this paper that pure citation and blocking citation based measures omit information contained in the citations regarding overlapping patent rights. The measure developed in this paper uses invention similarity to capture vertically overlapping claims. Vertical overlap, as opposed to horizontal overlap, are important for identifying the complements problem (diversely held complementary inputs). Our measure could be combined with a fragmentation-style and transaction cost indexes to formally test the complements problem and the various theoretical bargaining variants (Spulber 2017 ) in the literature.
The rest of this paper will be devoted to using invention similarity to develop and validate a new measure of vertically overlapping patent rights.
Methodology

Overlapping Claims Measure
The core building blocks for our overlapping claims measure are patent citations with each citation weighted by the invention similarity of the patent claims. A triad is defined to be three distinctlyowned patents i, j, and k such that j cites i, and k cites i and j. See figure 1 for an example. Each citation carries a weight determined by the similarity of the patent claims in the citing and cited patent. The citation weights are combined to form an overall triad weight. The sum of the weighted triads containing distinct patent owners emphasizes overlapping claims across firms, although the measure may be adjusted to include self citations if relevant for particular applications. 12 Weighting the triads by patent claim similarity sharpens the measure by emphasizing technologically similar citations. The first definition formalizes the notion of a triad.
Definition Let {i, j, k} be patents, each with a different patent owner. Suppose that k cites j and i, and j cites i. In this case, patents {i, j, k} are said to form a triad. i is said to be associated with triad {s, q, t} if i ∈ {s, q, t} where the set {s, q, t} forms a triad.
The next definition formalizes the notion of a triad weighting function. Definition Let S = [0, 1] 3 . A triad weighting function f is a mapping from S to R + such that for
A relatively simple triad weighting function adopted for the empirical section of this paper is
The linearity of the weighting function imposes a very particular assumption about the way the measure captures information from invention similarity. For example, rather than applying linear weights, quadratic weights could be used. This would provide relatively more weight to more similar citations, and further marginalize less similar citations. Alternatively, one could provide a threshold such that a citation similarity is only used if it is above the threshold. We use the linear weighting function to abstract from these complexities, and show that the measure satisfies a variety of validation tests with this assumption. Despite this, researchers may choose to modify the weighting function to emphasize information differently in applications.
We define the local overlapping claims measure for a given patent as the sum of similarity weighted triads for which the patent is a member.
Definition Suppose that i is a patent and f is a triad weighting function. Let T i be the set of all patent pairs {j, k} for which {i, j, k} form a triad. Define the local overlapping claims measure as
This measure is local since it relies exclusively on all triads associated with i.
Next, we define the overlapping claims measure at the global technology level as the weighted triads in the technology summed and normalized.
Definition Let G t = {(i, j, k) | (i, j, k) form a triad} be the set of triads contained in technology t. The global overlapping claims measure for technology t is defined as
where n is some normalizing constant relevant to technology t.
We leave the normalization procedure general since it may depend on the situation. In later sections of this paper, we use the number of patents and average number of citations to normalize the global overlapping claims measure. Generally, the global overlapping claims measure should be normalized by the number of patents in the technology space since some categories might simply be larger than others. However, by additionally normalizing by the average number of citations,
we are able to isolate the impact of invention similarity for measuring overlapping claims.
Finally, the global overlapping claims measure may be used to measure the overall inventive overlap of a patent portfolio, or a set of patents for a particular inventor, by changing G t to the relevant set of patents (either firm portfolio, or set of patents by a particular inventor).
Before formalizing invention similarity, it's useful to carefully describe how the structure of our overlapping claims measure maps to identifying the complements problem. At the time of grant, the local overlapping claims measure captures claim overlap between an invention and the prior inventions upon which it relies. However, as the local invention space evolves, the overlapping claims measure begins to capture claim overlap in forward inventions. Therefore, the local overlapping claims measure represents aspects of the complements problem in the local inventive area, which may translate into the direct risk to the patent owner for utilizing the invention in a specific product.
In particular, it's possible that the patent owner may want to utilize inventive aspects of the inventions contained in the forward citations. In this case, capturing inventive overlap in forward citations may more accurately reflect the complementary input risk for a particular invention.
Despite this, a straightforward modification could limit the local measure to only backward citations from patent i over time.
Invention Similarity
Citations are listed on the face of a patent for a variety of reasons; for example, if they provide the definition of a term-of-art, supply clarification that is somewhat pertinent to the claims, describe an element used in the invention, or were extraneously noted by the applicant on their Information Disclosure Statement (IDS) but were still reviewed by the examiner 13 . Hence, the content and importance of cited patents will vary in their degree of similarity to the claimed invention. To account for this variation, we use standard natural language processing techniques to quantify the invention similarity between citing and cited patents.
Specifically, we algorithmically compare the word-frequencies (i.e., "bag-of-words" or "multisets") from patent claims text to compute the invention similarity between two patent documents.
13 See the USPTO's MPEP 1302
We calculate word-frequencies to include the words in each of the independent and dependent claims. The patent claims precisely define the content and scope of the invention, so that similarity of claims more precisely measures inventive overlap than using other portions of the disclosure. For example, two patents may overlap in their detailed descriptions by sharing a similar background but assert completely different inventions as formally defined in the claims.
We first pre-process the patent claim text by removing claim numbers, dropping punctuation characters, and converting the mixed-caps words to lowercase. To de-emphasize common words in many patent documents, we use a standard "Term-Frequency-Inverse-Document-Frequency" (tfidf)
approach (Salton and McGill 1986) . Specifically, we pre-compute the number of patent documents that include a given word, divided by the total number of patents documents. We then take the base-two-logarithm of the inverse of this fraction to compute the "Inverse-Document-Frequency" (idf). To finish computing the tfidf, we multiply the idf factor by the term frequencies in each patent document.
We quantify the invention similarity between two patent documents as the cosine similarity between the tfidf vectors derived from their patent claims 14 .
Before moving to the empirical methodology, it's important to discuss what invention similarity does and does not measure. Precisely, invention similarity measures the degree to which two inventions share underlying technology. The vertical relationship may be complementary (one invention uses the second invention), or the two inventions share some underlying third invention.
Additionally, invention similarity could capture imprecisely defined patent rights; however, since our measure is based on citations reviewed by examiners for patented inventions, it's unlikely that our measure reflects overlap from imprecisely defined patent rights. To test this hypothesis, we correlate our overlapping claims measure with the probability being instituted at PTAB 15
The next section describes the empirical methodology used to validate the overlapping claims measure and to highlight the additional information the similarity weighted citations provides for the measurement of overlapping claims.
14 Formally, Let t be a particular term in the corpus and D be the set of documents in the corpus. Define the term frequency of term t in document d (tf (t, d) ) to be the number of times t occurs in d. The inverse document frequency of term t in D is
Finally, the term frequency inverse document frequency of term
Let a and b be the term frequency inverse document frequency vectors for document A and document B given corpus D. The term frequency inverse document frequency cosine similarity between document A and B is given by cos(θ) = a · b ||a||||b|| 15 Discussion of this test is presented in the next section and the corresponding results are presented in section 5.4.
Empirical Methodology
We first validate our overlapping claims measure using methods familiar to the literature (von Next, we compare our overlapping claims measure to a variety of USPTO patent examination characteristics; specifically, post-first action 16 patent application pendency, examiner search intensity and USPTO examination complexity factors. Post-first action patent application pendency is the length of time an application spends in the patent office after the initial response from the examiner (called the first action). Examiner search intensity is the amount of time the examiner spent searching prior art during examination and is proxied by the number of search pages in the first action. For the final validation, we compare our overlapping claims measure to USPTO examination complexity factors. These are established factors that reflect the expected level of complexity for patent applications examined in a particular technology classification. A higher complexity factor indicates that an examiner is allotted more time to complete an examination 17 (Marco et al. 2017) . Our overlapping claims measure should also be correlated with variables related to technological complexity, including the amount of time patent applications are in the patent office, the intensity of examination search, and the amount of time provided to the exam- 16 The term first action always refers to the first office action as defined in the footnote above 17 Complexity factors are scalars that reflect the underlying level of complexity for all technology examined in a particular U.S. Patent Classification (USPC) class-subclass combination. A higher complexity factor indicates that an examiner should be given more time to balanced disposal (USPTO term for application completion]). The main portion of an examiner's production (or output) goal calculation is
Number of Examining Hours · Seniority Factor
Complexity Factor This formula provides the number of counts an examiner must complete in the pay period to meet the production quota. Counts are given for specific milestones in the patent examination process. The seniority factor adjusts the production quota so that more experienced examiners are required to do more work. For more information see Marco et al. 2017. iner for prosecution. 18 To estimate these correlations, we run ordinary least squares on the local overlapping claims measure with and without technology center/action year fixed effects. USPTO patent examiners are organized into technology centers based on the technologies they are assigned to examine. We run additional regressions with more granular technological fixed effects (USPC, etc.), however these are left unreported since the results were consistent with technology center estimations.
Third, we assess the informational content of invention similarity for measuring overlapping claims. Recall, that one disadvantage of only using blocking citations to measure inventive overlap is that patent applications initially written properly will not receive a blocking rejection, therefore similar yet unblocking art will not be included in the computation. Whether or not the patent application received the blocking rejection and then modified the claims away from the art, or submitted appropriate claims initially should not impact the measurement of inventive overlap. It is important to recognize that whether or not an application receives a rejection is endogenous.
It is reasonable to assume that applicants adjust their behavior in more complex technologies by searching more prior to filing. Therefore, one cannot a priori assume that blocking rejections To assess the informational coverage of invention similarity for measuring overlapping claims, we compare the distributions of invention similarity for blocking versus non-blocking citations.
The degree of overlap between these two distributions indicates the amount of information lost by only using prior art rejections to measure overlapping rights. In particular, non-blocking citations that are just as technologically similar as blocking citations are not used in pure blocking citation measures (for example, the VG measure). Secondly, we run ordinary least squares regressions to estimate the impact of complexity on the probability of receiving a prior art rejection on the first office action at the USPTO. 1920 An insignificant estimate on the marginal effect of the overlapping claims measure would indicate that our measure contains additional information beyond that captured in blocking patents.
Finally, we test whether our overlapping claims measure emphasizes vertically overlapping claims, while excluding overlaps derived from improperly defined patent rights. To do this, we cor- 18 There may exist simultaneity in these simple models. For example, an examiner receives more time to examine an application in a more technologically complex art, giving the examiner additional time to perform a more thorough prior art search and cite additional relevant literature. Therefore, all else equal, the increase in examination time could lead to an increase in the overlapping claims measure. 19 A blocking patent is the basis for a prior art rejection. For example, if patent application 1 is rejected under 35 USC 102 (novelty) based on patent 2, then patent 2 is the blocking patent. Review (IPR) institution decisions. IPR cases at PTAB are prior art validity proceedings at the USPTO. These cases at PTAB follow a sequential procedure. First, the grounds for invalidity are initially inspected for petitioned patents at PTAB. If the grounds for invalidity are such that there is a "reasonable likelihood that the petitioner would prevail with respect to at least 1 of the claims challenged in the patent", then the PTAB institutes the claims for further review. 21 If instituted, the PTAB fully evaluates the claims and writes a final written decision that determines the validity of each instituted claim. Since instituted claims are likely to have at least one invalid claim, we correlate the overlapping claims measure at patent grant with the probability of being instituted at PTAB, with technology (Technology Center) and institution year controls. If the overlapping claim measure excludes overlap derived from improperly granted patent rights, then we expect the measure to be generally uncorrelated with the PTAB institution outcome.
Data
To compute our overlapping claims measure, we rely on citations, issue and expiration dates, tech- Thus, post-first action application pendency should be the same as if it were extracted from PatEx.
We extract the number of search pages in the first office action from the USPTO's Image File Wrapper (IFW). Patent examination complexity factors are not publicly available, therefore we extract those data from PALM. We utilize data on blocking patents from the OCE's Office Actions dataset (Lu, Myers and Beliveau 2017). Lastly, the PTAB data was obtained from internal USPTO sources, but the data is generally available publicly via USPTO systems 23 21 35 USC 114a 22 www.patentsview.org 23 For example, the PTAB API; https://developer.uspto.gov/api-catalog/ptab-api The aggregated (lower-left) and mean (lower-right) overlapping claims measure divided by the mean number of citations in either discrete or complex technologies is plotted by year for both discrete and complex technologies. Empirically, after the aforementioned normalizations, the overlapping claims measure in complex technologies is higher than discrete technologies. Further, invention similarity contains information for distinguishing complex v. discrete. (bottom-right)
Results
Discrete v. Complex Technologies
This section describes the results of the discrete v. complex technology validation tests for our overlapping claims measure. Figure 2 compares our overlapping claims measure across discrete and complex technologies, with and without various normalizations. Recall that our global overlapping claims measure is increasing in the average number of citations, the number of patents in force 24 and the invention similarity between patents. The top left panel in figure 2 shows that the nonnormalized global overlapping claims measure 25 for complex technologies is always higher than for discrete technologies and grows at a much faster rate. The top right pane shows that the global overlapping claims measure normalized by patent volume displays a smaller yet still growing gap between complex and discrete technologies over time. This is our preferred measure of overlapping claims since it controls for the size of the technology space.
In order to identify the degree to which invention similarity of patent claim text is driving 24 A patent is in force if the patent owner has not let the patent expire by paying all required maintenance payments or has not exceeded the statutory term of a patent. We retrieved patent expiration data provided from the Historical Patent Data Files . The expiration date calculations are somewhat incomplete as the authors do not account for all possibilities related to the transition from in force to expired patent (e.g. invalidation, etc.). However, these inconsistencies are relatively few in number. 25 The aggregate of all weighted triads in the technology.
the difference in our measure between discrete and complex technologies, we normalize by both the number of patents in force and the average number of citations per patent. The bottom left pane shows a similar trend when normalizing by the average number of citations per patent.
The bottom right pane normalizes the overlapping claims measure by both patent volume and average number of citations. The gap between discrete and complex technologies persists. Recall that, after controlling for patent volume and average citations, any difference in our measurement of overlapping claims remaining between discrete and complex technologies can be attributed to differences in the invention similarity of patent claims. This is especially true since, because patent volume and average number of citations are most likely positively correlated, the dual normalization may understate the invention similarity effect.
Overall, initial results support the validity of our overlapping claims measure for distinguishing between complex versus discrete technologies and our assertion that invention similarity, as captured by patent claim similarity, drives some of the persistent and growing gap in overlapping claims between these two sets of technologies.
USPTO Patent Examination
This section describes the results of several regressions used to estimate the relationship between the overlapping claims measure and USPTO application pendency, examiner search intensity, and USPTO performance measurement complexity factors. 26 Recall that in more complex technologies, the USPTO provides examiners more time to prosecute a given patent application, and therefore the examiner should have higher search intensity and the application should take longer on average to prosecute. Positive correlations between the overlapping claims measure and these variables then would further validate our measure. 27 Table 1 reports the regression results. For the application pendency and examiner search intensity regressions, the coefficient on the overlapping claims measure is positive and significantly different than zero at the one percent level, both with and without technology and first action year fixed effects. 28 For the USPTO complexity factors, the coefficient on the overlapping claims measure is negative and statistically different than zero at the one percent level without fixed effects.
However, it is positive and significant with technology and first action fixed effects. Given the potential for varying citation tendencies over time and across technologies, we prefer the regressions that control for technology and first action year. On the whole, the positive correlations between the patent examination variables and the overlapping claims measure provide further support for the validity of our measure.
26 For each regression, we only include applications with a "first action on the merits" date between 2008 and 2014. This is the approximate data range of the office actions data 27 Recall from earlier that complex technologies are characterized by a high degree of cumulative innovation and technological interoperability, and therefore we expect a larger degree of technical overlap (or specifically, overlapping claims) across inventions in complex technologies relative to discrete technologies (Hall, Helmers, von Graevenitz and Rosazza-Bondibene 2013).
28 First action year fixed effects were chosen since the search report used to proxy for examination search intensity was from the first office action, and the pendency variable is overall pendency post first action. 
Informational Content of Patent Citations
This section further explores the informational coverage of invention similarity for the measurement of overlapping claims. As discussed earlier, one disadvantage of relying exclusively on blocking patents to measure inventive overlap is that once an applicant receives a prior art rejection, she must modify her claims in order to receive a patent grant later on in prosecution. Alternatively, The distribution of invention similarity between non-blocking citations is generally less similar than the distribution of rejection citations; however, there is significant overlap. Crucially, a large volume of citations not used in rejections are just as technologically similar as those citations used in blocking prior art rejections. Therefore, a measure for overlapping claims that only uses blocking citations loses all of this additional information. The coefficient on the local overlapping claims measure is positive and significant in the two regressions that do not control for first action year, and insignificant when first action year fixed effects are included. Again, we prefer the regressions that include a full set of fixed effects given the potential for citation variation unrelated to technological complexity across technologies and time. For this reason, the regression results enforce the notion that invention similarity contains information on inventive overlap not captured blocking patents alone. This result is also consistent with our argument regarding the endogeneity of the patent examination process. Conditioning complexity to only rejection citations omits technological similar citations the applicant fully considered and appropriately distanced their claims from prior to filing at the USPTO. Further, more generally, licenses may still be needed regardless of whether a prior art rejection was needed at the USPTO. The measure defined in this paper fully incorporates this additional information by exploiting invention similarity.
PTAB Institution Decisions
This section reports the results of the PTAB institution regressions used to confirm that the overlap- Table 6 reports the results of linear probability models that correlate the overlapping claims measure to the probability of being instituted at PTAB, conditional on petition. Notably, with all combinations of grant year and technology fixed effects, the overlapping claims measure is insignificant. This result, coupled with the previous validations, implies that our measure captures vertically overlapping claims and neglects invention overlap from improperly defined patent rights.
Conclusion
This paper contributes to the patent thicket literature by developing a precise measure of vertically overlapping claims that exploits invention similarity to capture inventive overlap. As argued in the literature review, a measure for this particular channel of patent thickets is generally missing from the literature. Our measure could be combined with a fragmentation-style index and transaction cost measure to identify the complements problem, and other bargaining variants in the literature (Spulber 2017 Finally, our measure is universally computable for all patent systems and will enable novel empirical research regarding technological complexity and patent thickets within and across all patent jurisdictions. Further research will use the overlapping claims measure defined here, and weighted patent similarities more broadly, to address these questions.
